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Probing dense matter of elementary particles
Ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions oer the unique opportunity to probe highly excited dense nuclear
matter under controlled laboratory conditions. The compelling driving force for such studies is the expec-
tation that an entirely new form of matter may be created from such reactions. That form of matter, called
the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), is the QCD analogue of the plasma phase of ordinary atomic matter.
However, unlike such ordinary plasmas, the deconned quanta of a QGP are not directly observable because
of the fundamental conning property of the physical QCD vacuum. What is observable are hadronic and
leptonic residues of the transient QGP state. There is a large variety of such individual probes. Leptonic
probes, γ; e+e−; +− carry information about the spectrum of electromagnetic current fluctuations in
the QGP state; the abundance of quarkonia Ψ; Ψ0; ; 0 (also observed via l+l−) carry information about
the chromoelectric eld fluctuations in the QGP. The arsenal of hadronic probes, ; K; p; p; ; ; Ω; ; ;
: : : provideinformationonthequarkflavorchemistryandbaryonnumbertransport:Theorysuggeststhatwithdecayssuchas
e+e− the properties of the hadronization and chiral symmetry breaking can be indirectly studied. Quantum
statistical interference patterns in , KK, pp,  correlations provide somewhat cloudy lenses with which
the space-time geometry of hadronic ashes of the QGP can be viewed. The detailed rapidity and transverse
momentum spectra of hadrons provide barometric information of pressure gradients during the explosive
expansion of the QGP drop.
The central problem with all the above probes is precisely that they are all indirect messengers. If we
could see free quarks and gluons (as in ordinary plasmas) it would be trivial to verify the QCD prediction
of the QGP state. However, nature choses to hide those constituents within the connes of color neutral
composite many body systems { hadrons.
The QGP state formed in nuclear collisions is a transient rearrangement of the correlations among
quarks and gluons contained in the incident baryons into a larger but globally still color neutral system with
however remarkable theoretical properties. The task with heavy ion reactions is to provide experimental
information on that fundamental prediction of the Standard Model.
This topical review covers current (1998) theoretical and experimental attempts to disentangle popular
scenarios on QGP signatures from the complex, o-equilibrium physics. The start of the RHIC experi-
ment program is only a year away. This will be a dedicated machine to study the QGP. Nevertheless a
very large eort has been made at the AGS and SPS over the last 12 years and has resulted in an impres-
sive amount of exciting new ndings. The search for the QGP can be traced via the proceedings of the
High Energy Heavy Ion Studies hehis1,hehis2,hehis3,hehis4,hehis4a,hehis5,hehis6,hehis7,hehis8,hehis9 and
Schools peniscola,bodrum,wilderness and the \Quark Matter", \Nucleus-Nucleus" and \Strange Quark Mat-
ter" conferences qm79,qm80,qm81,qm82,qm83,qm84,qm86,qm87,qm88,qm90,qm91,qm93,qm95,qm96,qm97,
nn1,nn2,sqm95,sqm96,sqm97. Some textbooks mueller85book,hwabook1,hwabook2,csernai94book,wong94book,
and a vast number of review articles have been published { reference samples of early shuryak80a,mclerran86a,csernai86a,sto
and of the latest singh93a,mueller95a,harris96a,greiner96a,alam96a review papers are given here. The list
of more than 500 references given in this topical review is by no means complete. Apologies are oered to
those whose contributions could not be included into the references.
QCD matter and relativistic heavy-ion collisions
Innite stationary systems in equilibrium
*The deconnement phase transition and chiral symmetry restoration qcdphase
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Phase transitions are among the most dramatic many body eects in physics. Examples for restored
symmetry via a phase transition at high temperatures, TC , are ferro-magnetism, super-conductivity and the
solid - liquid phase transition. In nuclear physics evidence for a liquid gas phase transition of nuclear matter
has been claimed for temperatures of T  5 MeV pochodzalla95a. Phase transitions to abnormal nuclear
matter states at high densities have also been predicted early on lee74a,scheid74a.
QCD is a non-abelian gauge theory, it’s basic constituents are quarks and anti-quarks interacting through
the exchange of color-charged gluons. At short space-time-intervals { large momentum transfers { the
eective coupling constant decreases logarithmically (\asymptotic freedom" { meaning weak coupling of
quarks and gluons) whereas it becomes strong for large distances and small relative momenta. This results
in the phenomena of chiral symmetry breaking and quark-gluon connement.
At very high temperatures and densities, in the domain of weak coupling between quarks and gluons,
long range interactions are dynamically screened collins75a,polyakov77a. Quarks and gluons are then no
longer conned to bound hadronic states (\deconnement"). Furthermore, chiral symmetry is restored { for
baryon-free matter { apparently at the same temperature TC . This novel phase of nuclear matter is called
the quark gluon plasma collins75a.
A transition from the deconned quark-gluon phase to conned color singlet states has (probably)
occured during the rapid expansion of the early universe. Temperatures were very high then, but the net
baryon density was small. Therefore one often assumes zero baryon chemical potentials in calculating the
thermodynamic properties of strongly interacting matter in the early universe. It is sought to re-establish
these conditions and thus enable a study of quark deconnement in the laboratory via heavy ion collisions
scheid68a,chapline73a. At the highest in the near future obtainable energies (LHC) the initial net baryon
density may be around nuclear matter ground state density. The entropy per baryon ratio, however, is
estimated to be in the order of 103 to 104 eskola96a (early universe: 109) and thus a vanishing baryon
chemical potential is considered a viable approximation.
The energy densities currently achievable in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions at the AGS and SPS
are on the order of 0.5{10 GeV/fm3 bjorken83a and temperatures are in the range of 100-200 MeV. At
temperatures TC  150 − 200 MeV the eective coupling constant of QCD, however, is still on the order
of 1. Therefore, perturbative techniques of QCD kapusta83a,braaten90a,thoma95b are not applicable. The
situation may change at extremely high energies (LHC?) where QCD predicts a large cross section for
minijet production. Then there may exist a possibility to reach a new regime of large parton densities at a
small coupling constant. The QCD interaction in this regime would be highly nonlinear baier96a. Recent
calculations of the Debye screening mass using lattice gauge simulations, however, indicate that perturbative
QCD techniques may not even be applicable at such energies kajantie97a.
*Perturbation theory
The fundamental asymptotic property of QCD leads to the naive expectation that the properties of
a QGP can be calculated via perturbation theory. However, due to infrared divergences, especially in
the chromo-magnetic sector, perturbation theory may not even be applicable for temperatures far above TC .
QCD perturbation theory has been improved braaten90a by resummation to screen color-electric divergences.
These \hard{thermal{loop" methods, originally developed for zero baryon density, have now been extended to
nite densities vija95a. Nevertheless, its applicability at temperatures and densities accessible to experiment
is severely limited. At energy densities on the order of 20 GeV/fm3 the temperature is in the order of 600 MeV
and the coupling constant g is still of the order of 2, which invalidates the necessary assumption gT  T for
the hard{thermal{loop resummation scheme. Only at the Planck scale is QCD a weakly interacting theory
as QED kajantie97a. Recent calculations of the perturbative contributions up to O(g5) braaten96b to the
pressure are shown in g.braateng. The oscillation of the results suggest a zero radius of convergence of
thermal pQCD.
gure[tbh] gure=pqcd.eps,width=9cm
braateng Perturbative contributions up to O(g5) braaten96b to the pressure vs. the coupling constant.
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